Article 43 Traffic Control Devices

600 Barrier rail
605 Guiding beacon (warning beacon)
610 Guiding cone
615 Mobile barrier board (for roads with oncoming traffic)
616 Mobile barrier board with flashing arrow (for at least two lanes in one direction)
620-41 Delineator (on the left)
620-40 Delineator (on the right)
625-11 Sharp deviation of route to left/right
630 Warning plate for parking heavy goods vehicles

During journeys, all passengers have to fasten seat belts. Children must be carried in suitable child restraint systems. The fine for non-compliance is 30 Euro. If the child restraint system is not suitable and 40 Euro if a child is carried without any child restraint. It is also advisable to use mobile phones without hands free sets while driving power-driven vehicles and cycles. The fine for non-compliance is 40 Euro.

Special Signs

I Danger rabbits
II Holy mass
III Church service
IV Signs indicating carrying capacity of bridge for NATO vehicles
V Sign allows, if traffic lights are red, after stopping, to turn right from right lane

The tread depth of the tyres must be at least 1.6 mm. This also applies to foreign vehicles. Vehicle equipment must be compatible with the weather conditions. Make sure you use suitable tyres and have anti-freeze in your washer system.

Article 39 Additional Panels (selection)

1000-10 Direction, left
1000-21 Location of hazard, right
1000-22 Pedestrians, use pavement on opposite side
1000-31 Both directions, e.g. cycle path
1000-32 Bicycles intersecting
1000-33 Bicycles oncoming
1001-30 For ... km or meters (distance over which prohibition extends)
1002-10 Direction of priority road at junctions (from bottom to left)
1004-31 Stop after 100 meters
1004-32 After 200 meters (distance indication)
1005-30 Merge in turn 200 m ahead
1006-30 Oil on carriageway
1006-31 Smoke
1006-32 Loose chippings
1006-33 Esk road works
1006-36 Danger of accidents
1006-37 Traffic crossing
1006-38 Danger of congestion
1006-39 Tree limiting vehicle clearance envelope
1007-30 Caution! Danger of ice
1008-30 Change of priority
1008-31 Change of layout
1010-10 Children may play on carriageway and verge
1010-11 Winter sports
1010-13 Parking places where cars may be parked longer than 14 days
1012-30 Beginning
1012-31 End
1012-32 Cyclists must walk
1013-34 Green wave at speed of...
1020-11 Except severely disabled persons with parking permit No.
1020-12 Except cyclists and residents
1020-30 Except residents
1022-10 Except cyclists
1022-11 Except motor-assisted bicycles
1022-12 Except motorcycles with and without sidestand, mopeds and motor-assisted bicycles
1024-10 Except passenger cars
1024-13 Except lorries
1024-14 Except buses
1024-17 Power-driven vehicles with (permissible) maximum speeds not over 25 km/h
1024-20 Except taxis
1024-22 Except public transport vehicles
1024-35 Except delivery vehicles
1024-38 Except agricultural and forestry vehicles
1026-30 Except construction vehicles
1031 Exemption from traffic restriction according to 49(1) of the Federal Road Traffic Control Act
1040-10 Winter sports permitted from 10.00–16.00 hrs
1040-30 Limited times
1042-32 Parking disc, 2 hours
1042-33 Parking with parking disc in designated areas, 2 hrs
1042-35 Limited periods (e.g. working days)
1042-36 Limited times and periods, e.g. 6.00–22.00 hrs on Sundays and public holidays
1042-37 School bus stop
1044-10 Except severely disabled and blind persons
1044-30 Except residents with parking permit No.
1048-11 Passenger cars only
1048-12 only for motor vehicles of 3.51 including their trailers, no cars and buses
1048-15 Articulated vehicles and vehicle combinations only
1048-17 Mobile homes only
1048-19 Power-driven vehicles with a max. permissible speed not exceeding 25 km/h, may be overtaken
1049-13 Lorries, buses and passenger cars with trailer only
1052-30 Road forbidden to vehicles carrying water-polluting substances
1052-35 Indication of weight
1052-36 "Wet surface" sign supplementing sign 274
1052-37 No stopping on carriageway or shoulder
1052-38 Unloading edge of road
1052-39 On shoulder
1052-40 Danger for towed caravans on steep hills in heavy cross-winds
1056-10 Also bicycles and motor-assisted bicycles
1060-30 Grit